
CYBERSECURITY

FBI, CISA + MS-ISAC Warn of LockBit 3.0 Ransomware

The FBI, CISA and the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-
ISAC) recently released a joint cybersecurity advisory, warning organizations about
indicators of compromise, and tactics, techniques, and procedures that have been
associated with LockBit 3.0 ransomware. Read more

ENFORCEMENT + LITIGATION

Growing Calls to Ban Chinese Owned TikTok App and Other Software Apps
Considered to be National Security Threats

Chinese company ByteDance faces growing concerns from governments and
regulators that user data from its popular short video-sharing app TikTok could be
handed over to the Chinese government. The concern is based on China’s national
security laws, which give its government the power to compel Chinese-based
companies to hand over any user data. More than 100 million Americans have
reportedly downloaded this popular short video-sharing app on their devices.
Read more

DATA PRIVACY

New York City’s AI Bias Law Has Been Postponed

The New York City Department of Consumer and Worker Protection will delay
enforcement of Local Law 144, until April 15, 2023. The law requires companies
operating in the City to audit automated employment decision tools for bias prior to
use, and to post these audit reports publicly. The bill would also require that
companies notify job candidates (and employees residing in the city) that they will be
evaluated by automated decision-making tools and disclose the qualifications and
characteristics that the tool considers. The AI bias law still has an effective date of
January 1, 2023, and violations of it are be subject to a civil penalty. Read more

PRIVACY TIP #358

Bank Failures Give Hackers New Strategy for Attacks

Hackers are always looking for the next opportunity to launch attacks against
unsuspecting victims. A new, popular strategy is to exploit the recent banking crisis
with messages impersonating several cryptocurrencies. Learn more in this week's
Privacy Tip. Read more
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